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What is eMediclaim Portal For?
// eMediclaim portal has been

developed to help people
understand the importance of Mediclaim &
Life Insurance policies while you are busy to
build your future and busy in your day to day
life.

No one knows when illness is going to strike
them. By insuring, you save yourself from
unexpected expenses that you may incur at
some stage! eMediclaim.com is designed for
the people who might face financial difficulties
when they are ill and cannot afford huge
medical bills.

It has been found that people who are working
and very busy in day today life do not get time
to take care of their health which is very
important.
Awareness for health among people
is very important, in a nut-shell we
can say that "HEALTH IS WEALTH".

Mediclaim services provide insurance cover for various diseases which a human being can
suffer from; and It helps to get the money reimbursed from the insurance agency which he/she
is insured from.

The next question which might come in your mind,how is that possible? It is very
simple, all you have to do is to get all the reports and bills during the treatment and
fill the Mediclaim Reimbursement form. If you are a valid policy holder you can fill the claim to
get your expenses reimbursed. Not only that, you even get tax benefit on the medical expenses
incurred by you to a certain limit as per the rule of Indian Government.

eMediclaim portal has been designed to make people understand what all
benefits they can get from medical insurance and also the increasing
importance of health insurance in today's life. Mediclaim services even provide
cashless facilities which is hassle free and very easy where you don't have to
pay anything for the bill or have to pay a very little amount towards the bill.
eMediclaim helps you to understand that how beneficial it is to have Mediclaim policy when you
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are ill and you cannot afford a huge bill all in one go. 

The other way one can say that the investment of good time in form of medical insurance is
going to be of great help when you are ill and facing financial difficulties. Mediclaim policy
covers everything i.e from hospitalization cover to expenses which one incurs to purchase
medicine and any expense such as blood ,x-ray etc. Mediclaim policies are available in various
range wherein one can register their spouse  and  children as well as elders up to the age of 75.

Want to know more? Would you like to get Medical Insurance or have a question
regarding Mediclaim? Let us know how we can help you to live happily and enjoy your Today
without worrying about tomorrow!
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